Overview
We built and operate the TerraServer-USA web sitehttp://terraserver-usa.com [Barclay98, Barclay99, Barclay00, Barclay02] . It has been on the Internet since June 1998, and is one of the world's largest public repositories of high-resolution aerial and topographic data. The TerraServer hosts about 3.3 terabytes of user data -growing about 20GB per month as new data arrives from the USGS [NATLMAP03]. The imagery is compressed into Jpeg or GIF format and stored in SQL Server relational databases [SQL] .
Since September 2000, the TerraServer-USA hardware environment has been a classic three tier application (DMZ, web server, database server) backed by an enterprise class Storage Area Network (SAN.) 18 terabytes of raw disk storage is connected to the four database servers using fiber-channel. All the servers and storage were supplied by Hewlett-Packard.
The system is designed for high availability. The database servers use Microsoft Clustering Service (MSC) with a hot standby server [MSCS03] . The storage environment has triple-mirrored disks, dual redundant controllers and dual-redundant SAN switch fabrics. This configuration has performed very well and has had no service outages -other than server failovers that stall part of the database for less than a minute. When built in September 2000, this configuration including compute servers had a list price of $1.6 million.
We are building the next generation TerraServer-USA environment using storage bricks. The goal of the project is to meet or exceed the performance and availability achieved by the SAN environment over the last three years at 10% of the capital cost, and a 1/3 the operations cost (hosting charges and operations tasks).
ATA drives typically cost 800$/TB (PATA or Parallel ATA) and 1k$/TB (SATA or Serial ATA). Controllers, power, cooling, processors, and sheet metal bring the "packaged" price up to about 2k$/TB (or 3k$/TB for branded systems).
We experimented with a number of hardware configurations and database partitioning schemes.
A seven disk 1.75 TB storage brick -with one 2.4 GHz processor and 1 GB of RAM can comfortably support the database activity of 1.4 TB of TerraServer data. So, 3 such storage bricks costing about $10,000 could support the TerraServer backend database activity. But, such a design would have no fault-tolerance.
The experiments reported in this document verify that two hyper-threaded 2.4 GHz processors with 4 GB of RAM, and 16 disks (2 TB mirrored) can comfortably support the load and tolerate disk failures.
We plan to deploy 3 such machines to support the TerraServer load, with an addition 3 mirrors and a spare server (7 nodes in all). This design is highly fault tolerant, and has a very easy recovery and management model. A separate paper will describe that design once the systems are operational.
We commissioned Silicon Mechanics [SM03] , a whitebox PC manufacturer in Seattle Washington, to build two Storage Bricks with the following common attributes:
• 3u rack mountable chassis 
Test Environment

Test Methods
We used two methods to evaluate the performance of SATA disks and controllers -stress testing a single volume and then running the storage bricks under the simulated load of the real Teraserver.
Stress Test a Single Volume
The first method was designed to measure the maximum throughput of the drives and the controllers using synthetic I/O profiles. We used the SQLIO.EXE program originally written by the lead SQL Server developer to asses the performance of a disk sub-system running SQL Server.
SQLIO can be configured to and measure read versus write, and sequential versus random performance varying the number of memory buffers, number overlapped (parallel) I/O operations, etc. We configured the SQLIO tests on one volume as follows:
• Sequential read using 64Kb buffers and 4-deep I/O.
• Sequential write using 64Kb buffers and 4-deep I/Os.
• Random read using 8Kb buffers and 1-deep I/O (no overlapped I/O) • Random write using 8Kb buffers and 1-dep I/O.
• Random read using 8Kb buffers and 4-deep I/Os.
• Random write using 8Kb buffers and 4-deep I/Os. We found that there was no perceptible difference in performance when running a test for 1 minute versus 2 hours. The tests in this report were all run for 5 minutes.
The tests are not equally relevant -some tests closely simulate how TerraServer works whereas others don't. The following ranks each test's value to TerraServer. TerraServer loaders operate one row at a time within a single transaction. A probe for tile existence, fetch meta data, possibly fetch image data, insert new row, and delete old row is the profile of the TerraServer load programs.
3. The Sequential Read with 4 overlapped I/Os simulates how databases are backed up. The SQL backup utility sequentially read the database being backed up. SQL database restore sequentially reads an on-line backup whenever a server loses a disk and a database is restored. Software mirroring also does sequential reads during the restore of a mirror.
4. Sequential Write with 4 overlapped I/Os simulates how data is restored to a replaced disk. The files are either copied using file system utilities or restored using the SQL Restore utility. Both methods execute large sequential write operations.
5. Random Read with 1 overlapped I/O measures the ability of one drive to perform random read I/O operations without measuring the ability of the controller.
6. Random Write with 1 overlapped I/O measures the ability of one drive to perform random write I/O operations without measuring the ability of the controller.
TerraServer Database Request Playback
The second method was designed to place the Storage Bricks under our real-world workload. We wrote a program, StressTestFromWebLog.exe that simulates the database operations performed by the TerraServer web application by reading a TerraServer web log and generating the appropriate requests.
StressTestFromWebLog reads the web log files generated on the production web servers. The four production web servers each generate a web log. Each of these logs drives a separate instance of StressTestFromWebLog executed on a machine that has the same or more CPU power than the production web servers.
The TerraServer web application runs within the ASP.NET framework and calls SQL stored procedures using ADO.NET. StressTestFromWebLog simulates the ASP.NET environment by using multiple threads to invoke the same SQL stored procedures using ADO.NET as the ASP.NET application does.
The query string information in the web log has enough information to be able to discern the SQL stored procedure parameter values for six of the TerraServer SQL stored procedures that represent 97% of the daily database transactions.
StressTestFromWebLog can be run in one of two modesfire hose or time synchronized. In fire-hose mode, the program executes SQL stored procedures as fast as possible. Each instance of the program will run up to 20
• 5 • requests in parallel. If all 20 SQL processing threads are active, then the program waits for a thread to complete before invoking another parallel thread. This is similar to ASP.NET operation under load.
In time-synchronized mode, StressTestFromWebLog uses the time stamp in the web log to pace the SQL database requests at the same rate they appear in the web log. We monitored the system performance to measure the performance difference between fire hose and time synchronized mode.
Test Results
SQLIO Stress Tests
All these tests measure the performance of a single mirrored 250 GB SATA volume. We filled the volume with a 250GB file and ran SQLIO against that file. For random IO this is a worst case scenario since reads have no locality -they are randomized across the entire disk. 
The Sequential Read test identified a problem with the 3Ware mirroring that seems caps the maximum volume read throughput at 32 MB/sec (525 IOps). Three of the servers running StressTestFromWebLog and the two Storage Bricks are connected to the same one gigabit network switch. The fourth server (TS-WEB) was connected to the building LAN at 100 Mbps and then to the Gbps network switch. As Table 7 shows, this server could not achieve the same throughput as servers directly attached to the gigabit switch.
We executed StressTestFromWebLog in fire-hose mode repeatedly running all four web logs in parallel. The results from each run were very similar with a small standard deviation. Table 7 shows the average database throughput (calls per second) and average database calls handled by each server. The significant point is that two Storage Bricks are able to sustain average 180 database calls per second per storage server and the pair can execute 360 database calls per second. This is approximately four times the peak weekly
• 7 • load of TerraServer-USA.com. (The server throughput averages 20Mbps limit on the data output rate to the Internet.) Table 8 shows the response time of the five most common database-related web pages (each of these pages invokes a single SQL stored procedure). We measured the time to receive the last byte of data from SQL Server. Table 8 shows for each page, the total number of calls, the average execution time (milliseconds), the maximum observed execution time over all tests (Max ms), and the average maximum time over all tests (average of max ms). The Tile fetch and Image meta-data fetch dominate the traffic. The other three methods -download, famous [places], and imageinfo -are insignificant. The average duration is 41 ms but there some calls have multi-second delays. We observed that these long delays occurred at the very beginning of each test. We summarize this is caused by SQL Server "waking up," loading its buffer pool, compiling the stored procedures, and handling new connection requests all at once.
Drive Reliability
We stress tested four Western Digital drives in our office for a month driving them full speed with random 8KB IOs while mounted in an ordinary PC cabinet with no special cooling. This is a more demanding test than placing the drives in a correctly cooled and mechanically stable mounting. The test reported no drive errors.
During the entire experiment we dealt with 32 drives. We saw one drive failure. We ascribe that to the burn-in process -the drive was returned to the vendor for evaluation.
Comparing Controllers
3ware sells the only controller 66 MHz-64bit PCI SATA controller at present. The 66/64 PCI interface has a theoretical bandwidth 528 MBps (=66x8) whereas the 33/32 PCI busses are limited to 132 MBps (33x4).
The 3ware controllers cost about 70$/port and so add about 25% to the cost of the disk system if you buy large drives, and up to 100% of the cost of the system if you buy small (80GB) drives.
Other companies, notably Highpoint Technologies and Promise offer less expensive 33/32 PCI SATA cards. We evaluated a 345$ 3ware Escalade 8506-4 4-port 66/64 PCI SATA card versus a 71$ Highpoint 1540 33/32 PCI SATA card (branded as a RocketRaid™ card).
Both cards have comparable RAID software and management software on Windows. Both are easy to manage and both have email alerting. 3ware has a background raid scrubber -but otherwise the card's management software seems comparable. The situation on random IO is somewhat different. Figure  2 shows that the Highpoint RocketRaid delivers better performance than the 3ware card on up to 4 disks. Random IO speed is not limited by the PCI Bus speed.
The appendix has the detailed measurements but Figure 2 summarizes the comparison. • 8 • In short, the Highpoint card delivers superior random IO performance but saturates at 100MBps on sequential IO (the bandwidth of 2 disks) while the 3ware card delivers approximately twice the sequential IO performance and saturates at 200 MBps (the bandwidth of 4 disks).
Our conclusion from this is: if you have a random IO workload, the inexpensive SATA controllers are adequate and can save about 20% to 100% per drive when compared to the 3ware controllers. If you have a heavy sequential workload, the 3ware card has about 100% performance advantage -but 4 disks will saturate the card, so you should buy multiple 4-port cards rather than putting 8 or 12 disks on one card.
Conclusion
The StressTestFromWebLog testing verified that our Storage Bricks with SATA drives can easily accommodate the TerraServer web application work load regardless of which SATA drive we select, which RAID controller we select, or how RAID1 mirroring is implemented. These choices can be made for economic, ease-of-management, and availability characteristics without regard to performance.
From these experiments we conclude:
• Both the Western Digital and Maxtor drives were reliable.
• The Western Digital drives performed better on most tests including the random I/O tests which are the most similar to the TerraServer application workload and had comparable prices. Therefore, we selected Western Digital 250GB drives for the Storage Bricks.
• 3ware controllers are superior for high-speed sequential.
• For random IO the less expensive Highpoint controllers have superior performance, and they are 7x less expensive per port. So if there are enough PCI slots, we recommend using the Highpoint cards for workloads that do not need high-speed sequential IO.
• We found no performance difference between a 2x4-port RAID controller and a 1x8-port RAID controller? We found no availability or management difference between the 4-port and 8-port 3Ware RAID controller. Using the 4-port controller unnecessarily consumes 64-bit PCI slots on the motherboard and is more expensive per port than the 8-port controller. Therefore, we selected the 8-port 3Ware SATA RAID controller for all Storage Bricks.
• There are performance and manageability differences between hardware RAID1 and software RAID1, but we are not convinced which is better for TerraServer in the long run. Software mirroring allows us to mirror and stripe data across 3Ware controllers whereas a 3Ware RAID-1 mirror is implemented by a single controller. This gives the availability edge to software mirroring. Although in practice, we have never seen a 3Ware controller fail. Changing a mirror configuration with hardware RAID requires an OS reboot (for both Highpoint and 3ware) and 3ware configuration is done in a "DOS" phase during reboot. Software mirroring allows online change to the configuration.
We decided that more study is required. We intend to run half of our Storage Bricks using software mirroring and half with hardware mirroring to see if any long-term benefits or issues with the alternative technologies.
• Two Storage Bricks can service 400% of the normal peak weekly TerraServer application load. We executed 97% of the actual database requests captured on August 25 th, 2003. The two Storage Bricks could process the 24 hours of captured database transactions within less than 7 hours. Even with one simulated web server handicapped by its network connection, each simulated web server executed an average of 89 database calls per second when run in fire hose mode. When run in time synchronization mode, the database calls per second • 9 • averaged 22.5 per second. Thus we believe that two storage bricks can handle 4 times the normal Monday workload.
Based on these tests, we have decided to purchase six Storage Bricks with the following configuration:
• 3u rack mountable chassis • Dual Xeon 2.4ghz hyper threaded processors • SuperMicro motherboard • 4 GB of RAM • 2 3Ware 8-port 8506-8 SATA RAID controllers • 16 Western Digital 250gb SATA drives • 2 on-board 10/100/1000 Ethernet NICs
Three Storage Bricks will be configured with Windows 2003 RAID-1 mirroring. The other three Storage Bricks will be configured using 3Ware hardware mirroring. While we will devise tests to measure our satisfaction with the manageability and availability with software mirroring versus hardware mirroring, we need to get on with the project. Therefore, we believe that part of the TerraServer Storage Brick project will be to evaluate and compare software mirroring to hardware mirroring in a production application.
